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The present paper is a continuation of a sery of author's works on the investigation
of differential operators on manifolds with cusp-type singularities.

In the previous papers {I], {2] we have investigated the case of isolated singu
larities. Here we extend our results Lo the ease when the singularity set is a closed
smooth manifold without boundary.

The problen1 we deal with is the construetion of the eorresponding algebra which
is ealled by us a local cusp-wedge algebra (LCW-algebra). The latter is an algebra
of operators concentrated in a neighborhood of the edge. The construction of the
corresponding algebra on the whole manifold is now quite standard task whieh ean
be earried out, for example, by means of the teehnique used in the book [3].

\Vhile constructing LCJl'-algebra one ean use two different approaehes. One of
them is conneeted with consideration of operators with coefficients in the algebra of
"p DO's on a smooth manifold (on the base of the corresponding model eusp), and the
other uses the point loeal cusp algebra (LC-algebra) as the algebra of eoeffieients.
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Such an approach was used in the situation of conical-wedge singularities in [3], in
the Sobolev problems for submanifolds with multidimensional singularities [4] and
is, in present, a con1mon one in the considered field.

It is worth noting that the first approach is undoubtedly more simple. At the
same time, the merit of the second approach together with its matrix version is that
it is applicable to more wide range of problems. We note also that, similar to our
previous paper [2], we use Maslov's noncommutative analysis method [5], [6] for the
construction of the mentioned algebras.

After the appearence of papers [I}, [2], Professor V. Maz'ya have attracted our
attension to papers [7], [8]. In these papers the Dirichlet problem for elliptic operator
with constant coefficients in a don1ain with boundary having singularities of the
caspidal type was investigated, and the principal (dominant) term of asymptotic
expansion of a solution to such a problem in a neighborhood of the singular point
was obtained1

• The authors are grateful to Professor V. Maz'ya for his remark.

1 Preliminaries

This paper is aimed at tbe consideration of differential equations on manifolds with
edges consisting of cusp-type points. ~1ore precisely, we consider a pair (M, X) of
topological spaces such that2 :

• M \ X is an open Coo-manifold.

• X is a compact Coo-manifold without boundary.

• There exists a neighborhood U of the manifold X such that

u ~ C x X,

where C is an open cusp

C = ([O, 1) x O} / {{O} x f2}

with a sn100th Coo-manifold nasa base.

1 \Ve recall that in papers (1), [2] the authors obtain the Juli asymptotic expansion of solutions
induding recessive terms as weil.

2For simplicity, we suppose that the singularity manifod X has only one component; this will
not be essential in the sequel.
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• COO-structure on Co x X coincides with that on M \ X. Here

Co = (0,1) x n

is the cusp C without its vertex.

On the manifold M, we consider differential operators with cusp-type wedge
degeneracy of order k, that is the operators having the form3

:

lAI _ 11 ( . k+ 1 8 . 8 . k+ 1 8 )
- r, w, x, -zr 8r' -t 8w' -zr 8x

near X, where the function

(1)

(2)

=

is a polynolnial of order m with coefficients smooth up to r = O. Function (2) will be
referred as the symbolof the operator iI giyen by (1). "Ve remark that the case when
the manifold X consists of a single point of cusp-type degeneracy was considered
in [2], and for k = 0 we obtain operators with (conical) edge degeneracy (see. e. g.
[3]).

One must have in mind that the definition of differential operator (1) via its
symbol (2) is not clear until we fix the order 0/ action of arguments in (1) which are
operators with nontrivial cOlllnlutation relations. For example, if

H(r,w,X,~r,~w,~x) = 'L ajoß(r,w,x)~:~~~~,
i+lol+IßI:5m

then

(
1 3 2)

H : ~ i -irk+1!!.... -i a -irk+1~, , , 8r' 8w' 8x

(
8

)
0 ( a )ß ( 8 )i. . k+l . k+lL ajoß (r,w,x) -2 8w -zr 8x -zr 8r

i+lol+Iß1:5m

3r-,'lore preeisely, we should consider operators of the form

r-(l:+l)m H (r,w, X, -ir l:+ 18/8r, -i8/8w, -irJ:+18/8x) .

However, in the loeal considerations the fador r-(J:+l)m is inessential , and we omit it.
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but

(
2 3 1)

444. a-----:-a. 8
H r w x -zrk+1 - -t- -trk+1 -, , , 8r ' 8w' 8x

(
8

)
er ( 8 )j ( 8 )ß. . k+l . k+lL ajoß (r,w, x) -t 8w -zr 8r -zr 8x

j+lol+IßI~m

Here the indices over operators define the action of these operators (Feynmann
indices, see [5], [6]): the operator with smaller index acts on the function earlier
than that with larger index.

Our aim is to introduce an operator algebra including operators of the type (1)
as weH as regularizers for such operators. Similar to the paper [2], it is natural to
construct such an algebra in the framework of the noncommutative analysis, that
is, to eonstruct elelnents of the algebra as functions of operators

AI
. k+1 a-zr -

8r'

A2 =
. k+l a-zr -

Bx'
BI r, (3)
B2 x,

witb some eonerete ordering.
There are two ways of eonstrueting the operator algebra eorresponding to oper

ators of the fOrIn (1). Both of thein are based on the consideration of funetions of
operators with operator-valued sYlnbols.

A. The first way is to eonsider funetions on the loeal model

([O, 1) x X x fl} / {{O} x X x fl} (4)

of tbe manifold AI near the sublnanifold X as functions on the direct product [0,1) x
X with values in a function spaee on the manifold O. In this ease operator (1) ean
be written down in the form4

(5)

"The concrete ordering of operators in (5) is chosen for convenience of computation of the left
ordered representation of these operators.
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where the function iI (y, x, "1, e) takes its values in the algebra of (pseudo)differential
operators on the manifold f!.

B. The second way is to consider functions on (4) as functions on the manifold
X with values in a function space on the model cusp

c = {[O, 1) X f!} / {{O} x n}

(this space will be a weighted Sobolev space E;,"Y introduced in the paper [2]). Then
the operators from our future algebra will have the form

(6)

where iI (x, e) is a function with values in the LC-algebra constructed in [2]:

(7)

(8)

with some function fI1 (y, "1; x, e) with values in the algebra of (pseudo)differential
operators on the manifold n. In this approach, it is necessary to define explicitly

:2 1
not only the order of action of operators B2 , A2 in (6) but also of coefficients of the
operator-valued SYlllbol il (x, c), since the operator

A2 = _irk+l~ox
does not commute with operators from the LC-algebra. In such operator-valued
treatment, the operator of multiplication by r k+1 in (8) must be viewed as an oper
ator in the eorresponding spaee of funetions on the loeal cusp C. We remark also
that operators of the form (6) with symbols (7) can be written down as funetions of
operators (3):

~ (2 I) .. (4 3 2 1)H B2 , A:2 = HI BI, Al; B2 , A2

but with ordering different frolll that in (5).
In the two subsequent sections we shall introduee these algebras and derive the

eorresponding eomlTIutation fonnulas.
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D = (1 +~) 1/2 ,

2 Operator algebra (first version)

2.1 Function spaces

Let H be a Hilbert space scale. This means that

1t = {H", s E Z} ,

the spaces H~ are compactly embedded to one another:

and each H~ forms a dense set in H~-l. We suppose also that the space

•
is dense in H~ for any s. Vve denote by 11 . 11" the norm in the space H".

Let
D:1i-+H

be a generating operator of the scale H, that is, an operator

such that it can be continued up to the isomorphisnl

Then the nOflns in spaces 1-{" can be given by

In what follows we shall use the Sobolcv space scale Ha (0) as Ha. Then the
operator D is given by

where ~ is a positive Beltranli-Laplace operator on n corresponding to some Rie
mannian structure.

Consider the space scale
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(10)

eonsisting of funetions on [0,00) x X with values in 1-{ with the finite norm
00

~Iulll: = .. L J J IIA~A~Dku (r, x)ll~ ~::~
1.).k~O;t+)+k5." ° x

00

= .. L JJIIA~A~u (r, x)lI: ~::~. (9)
t,J,k~O;,+)+k5..J 0 x

As it was mentioned above, we shall use some funetion spaee seale on the manifold
n as 1-{, so that the elements of the spaees ES ean be treated as funetions of the
loeal model

{[O, 00) x X x n} / {{O} x X x n}

of the manifold Al near the singularity manifold X.
The spaee EO ([0,00) x X,1-{) defined by norm (9) is an L2 -spaee with special

weight r-(k+l) chosen in such a way that all the operators (3) be symmetrie operators
with respeet to the eorresponding sealar produet. However, not all these operators
are self-adjoint in the space Eo. Namely, the operator Al is just symmetrie, not
self-adjoint operator in this space.

Sirnilat to the paper [2], we rnodify operators (3) in such a way that they become
self-adjoint without changing these operators in a neighborhood of r = O. Let c.p (r)
be a COO-function (defined on the whole axis R) eoinciding with the function r k+1

near the origin and equal to a constant for large values of r. We shall consider the
modifieation of operators (3) of the fonn

Al - -i<p (r) :r'

A2 = -i<p (r) :x'

BI = r,

B2 = x.

The reader can verify that all the operators (10) are self-adjoint in the spaee eo (see
similar considerations in the above cited paper [2]) if this spaee is also modified in
the appropriate way. Namely, we shall use the norms

00

Ilulll: = .. L J JIIA~A~Dku(r,x)II~~t~
1.).k~O;1+J+kS" 0 X

00

= .. L JJIIA;A~u(r,x)ll: ~(~~
I,J,k~O;I+J+k5." ° x
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instead of norn1S (9). Thc proof of the self-adjointness of operators (10) in the space
EO can be performed now by the direct computation of the corresponding unitary
groups

exp (itAj) , exp (itBj ) , j = 1,2.

Below, we shall use also the space scale E;,"Y defined by the norm

where 'lj; (r) is a function on R+ such that ljJ' (r) = r.p-l (r).

2 .. 2 Functions of noncommuting operators

As it was explained ahove, we shall construct the local algebra near X as an algebra
of functions of the four non-comllluting operators (10)

(11 )

with some operator-valued symbol iI (y, X, 1], e) with values in the algebra

.c (H, H)

of continuous operators in H. '""Te recall that an operator

(; : H OO
-+ H oo

is said to be a continuous operator in the scale 'H if it extends up to a continuous
operator

(; : H6 -+ H6
-

m

for every s E R+_ The lninilnal value of m for which the latter operator is continuous
is called an order of this operator.

The definition of operators of tbe type (11) closely follows constructions of

the paper (2). Namely, we define the operator iI (B" B2 , ,t, JL) via its symbol

H(y, x, 1], e) as

where H(tl, t2 , t3 , t4 ) is the Fourier transform of the symbol iI (y, x, 1], e) in all its
variables.

Let us describe the symbol classes which will be used in sequel.
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Definition 1 By sm (1i), we denote the space of functions H(y, X, Tl, c) such that
the following estimate

takes place for any j, 1,0', ß, and u E 1i,,+m-l-IßI .

Then, similar to the results of the paper [2], one can prove the following state
ment:

Theorem 1 Let H (y, x, 1], c) be a symbol from sm (1i). Th en the corresponding
operator

E3 ([0,00) x X, 11) ~ E,,-m ([0,00) x X,11)

is continuous.

2.3 Commutation relations and the composition law

In this subsection, we prove that the set Op ([0, 00) xX, 11) of operators of the form

(12)

with symbols H(y, x, 1],c) E sm (11), where m can depend on the symbol, form an
algebra. To do this, we must prove that for any two operators fI1 and H'l of the
form (12) the cOinposition

(13)

( 3 3 1 2)
can be represented as ~ function of the ordered tuple BI, B'l' Ab A'l of operators.

Besides, we shall show that if

then the synlbol /j (y, x, 1], c) of composition (13) belongs to the symbol space
sml+m:J (11), and present the closed formula for this synlbol via HI (y, x, 1], C) and
H'l (y, X,1], ~).
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Ta da this, we shall use the o1'dered representation method [6]. Namely, in accor
dance to this Iuethod to defive the cOlnposition formula, one have to compute only
formulas for symbols of the cOlupositions

of generators BI, B2,AI, A2with an arbitrary operator iI (BI' B2,AI,..42)'

denote by IBI' IB'J' lAI' IA'J the operators on the symbol space such that

IB;[iI(y,x,~,'1)] = smbl {Bi [fl(BI,B2,A1,A2)]}, j=1,2,

lAj [iI (y, x,~, 'I)] smbl { Aj [iI (BI' B2,A1,A2)]}, j= 1,2.

These operators are called the operators 01 the lelt ordered representation.
Let us proceed with the process of computations.
First of all, we write down the commutation relations

(14)

We

It is evident that

[Al, Bd
[A 1,A2 ]

[A 2 , B2]

-iep (Bd ,

-iep' (Bd A2 ,

-iep (Bd

(15)

and

B2[iI (BI, B2,A1, ..42)] =B2iI (BI, B2,A1,A2) ,
so that the symbols of t he fi rs t two operators in (14) are

IB I (H (y, x, 1], e)) = yH (y, x, 7], e) ,
IB 2 (fl (y, x, 1], e)) = xiI (y, x, 1], e) .
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Let us compute the sYlnbol of the third operator in (14). VVe have

Due to the commutation formula (see [6, p. 62]) we obtain

Since the comn1utator
[AI, Bd = -ic.p (BI)

(see (15)) commutes with the operator BI, we obtain

= Jt I! (B\,82, JL, JL)

-i~ ( 13\) a:: (BI, 132,rL.A2) . (16)

Later on, since the operators AI and B 2 commute, we can interchange the order
of action of these operators Oll the fight in the latter formula. Then, again by the
commutation fOrInula, we get

The commutator
[Al, A2 ] = -ic.p' (Bd A 2

(see (15)) comlnutes with A2 , and we arrive at the relation

(17)
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Collecting formulas (16) and (17), we finally obtain

so that the symbol of the third composition in (14) equals

A • 8ft
71 H (y,x,1/,e)-zcp(y) 8y (y,X,1/,e)

-iep'(Y)(~~ (y,X,'1,().

Similar (but n10re simple) cOlnputations show that the symbol of the last operator
in (14) is

(

A ) A 8ft
IA2 If (y, x, 71, fJ = eH (y, x, 1/,~) - ic.p (y) 8x (y, x, 1],~).

So, the operators of the left ordered representation are

IBt = y,

IB2 X,

lAI 'I - iep' (y)(; - iep (y) ~, (18)

IA2 = (- iep (y) :x.
Now, using the composition theoren1 from the book [6, p. 98], we arrive to the

following statement:

Theorem 2 Lel Bj (y, x, 1],~) be SY111bois [rom smj (Ti), j = 1,2. Then lhe symbol

ft (y, x, 71, e) 0/ llte composition fI l 0 fl2 0/ the operators

HI = NI (BI, B2 , fL, fL) ,
H2 = H2 (BI, B., fL, fL)

13



belongs to the space sm t +m2 (H) and is given by the formuta

(

3 3 I ~)
iI (y, X, '7,~) = H1 IBn 182 , lAI' lA2 H2 (y, x, '7,~) ,

where lBl' tBv tAl' and lA2 are operators of the left ordered representation 0/ the

tuple (lt B2,A1)2) given by Jormulas (18).

This theorem shows that the set Op ([0,00) x X, H) /orrns an algebra. In fact,
this algebra is an algebra with involution. The following statement describes the
symbol of the adjoint operator.

Theorem 3 /f iI (y, x, '7,~) is a symbol/rom sm (H)J then the adjoint operator to

is given by
" .. (I 132)H'" = H- BI, B2 , Al, A2 ,

where iI- (y, x, 1], e) is the sym,bol adjoint to iI (y, x, '7, e) in the sense 0/ the space

Ho.

The proof of this statement is clear.

2.4 Elliptic elements and their regularizers

Let us consider sonle element

E Op ([0, 00) x X, H) ,

and let us try to construct an inverse to this element within the algebra

Op ([0,00) x X, H) .

,,(3 3 I 2)
To do this, we shall try to find an element R BI, B2 , At, A2 such that5

5By [.] we denote the so-called autonomous brackets, see [6].
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(that is, to find the right inverse for this element.) Applying Theorem 2 to the
latter relation, we arrive at the following equation for the symbol R(y, x, 1], e) of
this inverse elelnent:

Clearly, the latter equation cannot be, in general, solved in the explicit way. How
ever, taking in mind that we are intended to construct a regularizer of the element
iI rather than the exact inverse element, we can search for the operator R in the
form of the asymptotic series (in what follows we 'shall cIearly use the corresponding
truncated series) in the filtration sm (1l)

00

R(y,X,'l},EJ::: LRj (y,x,1],e),
j=O

where Rj (y, X, 7), e) E s-m-j (1{). Here m is an order of the operator iI, so that

iI (y, x, 1], e) E sm (1i). Taking into account relations (18), we obtain

(19)

Let us consider the operators of the left ordered representation used in the latter
relations as arguments of the function iI (y, X, 7), c). One can see that the first
summand 1} of the operator

(20)

takes symbols from sm (11.) into sm+l (1i) whereas all the rest terms preserve the
index m of the symbol space. Sitnilar, the first summand ~ in

(21)

enlarges the index 1n by one, anel the second preserves it. So, the first summands in
(20) and (21) are operators of thc first order with respect to the filtration {sm (11.)}
in m, whereas all the rest tenns of these operators are operators of zeroth order in
the same sense. Therefore, one can try to expand the operator on the left in (19) in
the Taylor series at the poi Ilt (7J, e) .

15



To do this, we use the Taylor fonnula for functions of noncommutative operators.
We recall (see [6, p. 58]) that this formula has the form

N 1

j(C) = {;~!jlk)(A) [[(C-A)k]]

+~! [[(C-~t+I]] (:xf ~~ (C.A)
for any two noncommuting operators C and A and any smooth function f (x).

Let us apply this formula for the third argument of the operator on the right in
(19). Here

C = 17 - i!p' (y) ~ala~ - i!p (y) alay, A = 17

Since [C, Al = 0, we have

2

1 [[ 8 a]] N+l ( 8 ) N EJH (6 3+"N! -icp'(Y)~M, - icp(y) &;j . 87) &I Y),'1,

1 4)
17 - i<p' (y) ~ a - i<p (y) ~, ~ _ i<p (y) a .

8~ 8y 8x

Now, applying the sarne fonnula for operators in the right-hand side of the latter
relation with respect to the fourth argunlent, we obtain finally

2

= 1 8
k
+i H (3 333) ( 8 ) i:E k! '! 8 ka~i y, x,17, ~ -i<p (y) 8x

j~O,k~O,j+kSN J 1]
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x [[-i~' (y) ~~ - i~ (y) :y]f +RN ,

where the remainder RN equals

N 1 ( a) N - k {) akH (5 55 4 a 2)
RN = f; k! (N - k)! 8~ s~ 8'1k y, x,"', ~ - iep (y) 8x'~

3

( a) N -k+l [[ a a ]] k
X -itp (y) ax -itp' (y) ~ a~ - itp (y) Gy

2

1 [[ " a. a]] N+l ( a) N {)H (6 53+!0 -l r.p (y) ~ fit - 1c.p (y) ay 81] ~ Y, x, 1J,

.., - i~' (y) ~i-i~ (y) ;y' ~ - i~4(y) :x) .
Let us apply the obtained expansion to equation (19). We have

[[-i~' (y) ~ :~ '- iep (y) :y]f +RN] ~ R1(y, x, ..,,0 = l.

The latter equation can be rewritten as a recurrent system for the components
Rr (y, x, 'fJ,~) of the symbol R(y, x, 1], ~):

il(y,x,1J,~)&(y,X,1],~) = 1,
J

il (y, x, 1],~) Rj (y, x, 7J, e) = L Pi Rj-l (y, x, 1],~) , j ~ 1, (22)
i=l

where the operators PI have the form
2

17



It is easy to see that the operator Pi l1as m - l-th order in the scale sm (rt).
From system (22), one can see that if the symbol iI (y, x, 7],~) is invertible as an

operator in the scale 'H, then there exist a unique solution to (22). So, we arrive at
the affirmation:

Proposition 1 Let N be a positive integer. Then, under the above assumption,

where

and the symbol of the operator QN has the form

2

X [[-i'T'l(y){; - icp(y) :y]f Q~ (y,x,,.,,O,

the inner SUffi being finite and the SU111 0/ orders 0/ operators Qt; and Q~ equals
m-N-l.

Remark 1 From the duality reasons, one can also construct the left regularizer for
the operator in question.

" .. (3 3 1 2)
Now we remark that the conjugation of the operator H = H BI, B2 , AI, A2

with the help of the power r'l leads us to the operator irr given by6

Again using the Taylor fOflllula for noncomilluting operators with respect to the
third argument of the function iI, one can see that the of the operators iI and H..,

6 From now on we suppose the symbol H(y, X I 77, €) to be a holomorph ie function in (77, €).
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(23)

coincide at r = 0 lnodulo tenns froln Sm-l ('H) (we consider here the case k > 0; for
k = 0 the above conjugation leads to the shift of the variable Tl by i, in the complex
plane). Since the multiplication by r"'( is an isomorphism of functional spaces

"'( . E IJ E 6 E IJ

r. = 0,0 -+ 0,"'('

all our considerations are valid in the spaces E~,"Y as weIl.
To formulate the corresponding finiteness theorem, we have to globalize some

above introduced notions. First of all, we denote by E;,"Y (M) the space of functions
on M such that:

• 'lj;u E E;,"'( for SOlne cut-off function tP equal to 1 near X with support in a
sufficiently small neighborhood of X.

Consider a differential operator JE of order m on the manifold M having the
form

HA _ -(k+l}m H ( . . k+l a . a . k+l a )
-T 1,W,X,-tr ar,-taw,-tr ßx

near the edge X. Then it is easy to see that this operator is continuous as an
operator in spaces

Definition 2 The operator (23) is called to be elliptic if

• iI is elliptic on AI \ X;

• the corresponding syn1bol iI (V, x, 7],~) is invertible for small y in a neighbor
hood of the edge X for all values of 1] with Im 1] = u.

Now, similar to the paper [2], Proposition 1 together with Remark 1 yields the
following result:

Theorem 4 Let the operator iI be elliptic in the sense 0/ Definition 2. Then the
operator (23) possesses the F1'edholrn property for u = O.

The proof of the stated theoreln goes quite sirnilar to the corresponding theorem
in [2], and we omit it. \Ve relnark only, that during the proof of this theorem, one
has to exa~nine the improvelnent of the operator QN in the variable r. To do this,
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oue have take in Inind that the operator A2 which is substituted in a symbol instead
of the variable ~ has the fonn

A2 = -icp (r)~,
8x

and, hence, the application of this operator to a function improves the decrease of
this function as r ~ 0 by r k+1 • Hy this reasoll, the operator

improves the power decrease of a function by r k+1 for any symbol F (y, X, T], ~).

The last question which we have to consider in this section is the investigation of
the operator iI in spaces E;.'"'I (1'.1) for a =J o. To do this, we calculate the conj ugate

H" of the operator fI with the help of the exponent exp {-a7/; (r)}, where, as above,
t/J'(r) = cp-l (r):

Since the multiplication by exp {-alj; (r)} is an isomorphism of function spaces

exp {-er1/; (7')} : E~,'"'I ~ E;,'"'I'

we arrive at the following statenlent:

Theorem 5 Let H be an el/iptic differential operator with cusp-edge degeneracy.
Then the operator (23) possesses the Fredholm property.

Remark 2 One cau use also the weights a (x) and l' (x) depending on x. Then the
conj ugation will be made wi th the help of the function r,,(r) exp {-(7 (x) tP (r)}. The
details are left to the reader.

2.5 Examples

In conclusion of this section we shall present two examples. ,In the first example
we consider an operator which satisfies all conditions of Theorem 5 so included in
the situation of applicability of the developed theory. The second illustrates the
principal difference between situation with isolated singularities from the wedge
situation and the nesesity of developing another approach to wedge problems so
that such operators could be included into the theory.
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Example 1. Clearly, it is sufficient to consider tbe local form of tbe operator near
tbe edge and to sbow that for such kind of operator the ellipticity condition is valid.

Consider the (local) wedge of the form

W = SI xC,

where
C = (SI X [0,1))/ (SI x {O})

is a direct circular cone. Consider the operator

on ~v. Then it is evident that the (operator-valued) symbol

A 8
2 (2 2 )11 (y, x, ''1,~) = a(x) 8<p2 - ~ ~ 1] + 1

is an invertible operator on 51, so that all conditions of Theorem 5 are valid.
Example 2. Consider the Beltrami-Laplace equation on the model cusp-type

wedge, that is, on the direct procluct of circular sinlple cusp and the real line R r :

{r-4 [(r2
: r+a(x) :;2] + :~2} u

= r -4 {(r2
:,.r+a(x) :;2 + (r2

:xr} u= J (24)

with smooth positive function a (x), then we shall see that the corresponding symbol

A 8
2 (2 2)

H(y,X,1],~)=a(X)a<p2- 1] +~

is not invertible for ~ = TI = O. Actually, the equation

82

a (x) D<p2 U ( <p) = f (<p) .

has tbe function

(25)

(26)

Uo (x) =1

as the generator of its kernel. So, the theory developed in the previous section is
inapplicable to this equation. "Vhat is more, the introduction of exponential weights
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cannot improve the situation. Actually, the condition under which we can construct
a regularizer in the weighted spaces E;,"Y is the invertibility of the symbol (25) on
the line Re 7] _= a. Putting 7] = ( + ia, ( E R, we obtain the symbol

fJ (y,x,( + il7, 0 = a (x) :;2 - W+e) + 172- 2i(l7.

This operator is not invertible at points ((,~) such that

( = 0,

~ = ±Va2 - k2a(x) for SOIne k E Z.

3 Operator algebra (second version)

3.1 Commutaion relations and composition formula

Al = -icp(r) :r'

A2 = -icp(r) :X'
8 1 r,

8 2 x.

(27)

The commutation relations and the properties of unitary groups corresponding to
operators (27) were investigated in Section 2. Denote by Opc (C) the local algebra
on the cusp

C = (O,oo) x 0/ {O} x 0,

consisting of operators of the farnl

where H(y, 7]) is a COO-function wit.h values in the space of pseudodifferential oper
ators on the Inanifold 0 satisfying the estilnate
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with some m for any function u E H~+m-IßI (0). Here ß is a positive Beltrami
Laplace operator on O.

Now denote by
A1loc = X X C

a Iocal wedge. Consider a function

(28)

subject to the estimates

for any function u E E;,"Y (C). The space of such functions (with different values of
m) we denote by sm (1\lloc ). \Ve want to assign the operator

(29)

(31)

(30)

to this funetion by substituting the ordered tuple (lh,.,42) instead of variables

(x, ~). This procedure is, however, ambiguous, since the operator A2 = -ic.p (r) 818x
does not com1nute with the elenunis 01 algebra Opc (e) 01 coefficients. So, to avoid
this ambiguity, oue lllust specify in the explicit way the order of action not only for
operators B2 and A2 , hut. also for values of the function (29) itself. We shall use the
following ordel'ing:

~ (lh..42)'
The exact definition of operator (30) is

P(B2,..42) =JF(TI,T2)ei7IB'ei,.,A'dT,dT2'

where F (Tl, T2) is the Fourier trallsform of function (28). It is easy to see that if

then

(32)
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since Al and B 2 cOlnn1ute with each other. We remark that this ordering differs
from that used in the previous section.

We do not present here the corresponding continuability theorems for operators
of the form (30) since formula (32) reduces the definition of such operators to the
case of functions of four operators (27).

Let us begin establishing the cOlnposition formula for operators of the form (31).
First, we now compute the operators of left ordered representation for the tuple

(lh,..42 ) on the set of operator-valued symbols from Opc (C). Since the operator

B2 commutes with elements of Opc (C), we have

and, hence, the operator lB2 equals

Consider now the composition

The operator A2 does not cOInmute with Opc (C) since it contains the factor ep (r)
which has to be considered as an operator on a model cusp. However, we have

where

and

6 (X, (, (') = ( (ad~(r) fr) (x, ('),

( ad~(r) F) (x l (') = ep (r) F(x, (') ep-l (r) .

(33)

3 2
Commuting the operators A2 and B2 on the right in (33) in the usual way, we obtain
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3

= Jh (ad,,(r) F) (B",4,)
3

So, the operator IA2 of the left ordered representation is

LA, = ad,,(r) (~ - iR,,(r) :x) = ad,,(r)~ - iL,,(r) :X'
where Rrp(r) (LI.p(r)) is the operator of right (left) multiplication by cp (r).

A (2 I)Remark 3 Let us write down the action of operator adrp(r) to a functioD F Bil Al

with F(y,.,.,) E sm (which 111ay depend on additional parameters (x,~).) We have

A (2 I) ,,( 2 I) A (2 I )adrp(r) F BI, Al = F adtp(r) BI, adl.p(r)A I = F Bll Al + icp' (r) .

Using the Taylor forn1ula for noncolnlnutative operators with respect to the second
argulnent, we obtain

A ( 2 I )F BI, Al + icp' (r)

A (2 1) I 8t (2 I)
F BI,A 1 +icp'(Bt} 8.,., B1,A I + ...

A (2 I)so the symbol 0/ the operator F BI, Al is not changed modulo sm-I by application

0/ adl.p(r) at least if k > o.
So, the operator adtp(r) ( can be represented in the form

(34)

where the operators Fj dilninish the index m of the symbol by j in the scale sm (MIoe)
and contain at least j factors <p' (r) (the same is valid for FN).

Now we can fonnulate the n1ain theoreln of this subsection.
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Theorem 6 The following eomposition formula is valid:

This theorem states that the set of operators P (8" .1,) for all F(x, 0 E

sm (MIoe) forms an algebra. This algebra will be referred below as a loeal wedge eusp
type algebra (LWC-algebra) and denoted by Op (M1oc ). The following affirma.tion
shows that this is an algebra with involution.

Theorem 7 If H(x,~) is a sY11lbol fr'om sm (MIoe), then the adjoint operator to

is given by

} (2 3)11- B 2 , A2 ,

where the star denotes tlle conj11.gation in the algebra of coefficients.

3.2 Regularizers arid finiteness theorem

In this subsection, we shall construct a regularizer for the equation

~ (2 1)If B2, A2 U = f·

As usual, we search for a. regularizer in the form

that is,

(35)

Using the result of Theorenl 6, for the symbol of the regularizer we obtain the
equation

3(2 I)if IB 2 , IA2 il (x,~) = 1,
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or

3 (2 1. 8)"H x, ad(/'(r)~ - tLr.p(r) 8x R (x,~) = 1.

Using again the Taylor fornlula for noncommuting operators together with (34)
and expanding R(x,~) in the asYlnptotic series with respect to the seale sm (Mloc )

00

R(x,~) ~ L Rj (x,~),
j=O

where Rj (x,~) E sm-j (i\1ioc ), we obtain the following recurrent system of equation

for the funetions Rj (x, ~):

iI (x, ~) Ro(x,~) = 1,
k

il (x, ~) Hk (x,~) L :FjRk - j (x,~) ,
j;::l

where :Fj are operators of order j in the seale sm (MIoe) eontaining j factors <p (r)
or (/ (r).

In the case when the operator il (x, ~) is invertible, all the latter equations are

~ (2 1)solvable and we obtain a loeal regularizer for the operator H B2' A2 .

Similar to the previous seetion, the left .regularizer ean be eonstrueted from the
duality reasons.

To globalize the above eonsiderations, we again eonsider a differential operator
il on the nlanifold Al with the degeneration of the eusp type of order k on the edge
X. This operator acts in spaees (23) as a eontinuous operator.

Definition 3 The operator (23) is ealled to be el/iptic if:

• iI is elliptie on AI \ X;

• the eorresponding sYll1bol il (x,~) is invertible in a neighborhood of the edge X
for all real values of ~ as an operator in the eorresponding weighted cusp-type
Sobolev spaees E;,"Y'

Then the following statelnent is valid.

Theorem 8 Suppose that operator (23) is elliptic. Then this operator possesses the
Fredho11n property.
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3.3 Example

Let us sbow that the operator considered in the end of tbe previous section is elliptic
io tbis version as weIl, that is, satisfies the conditions of Theorem 8. We recall that
this operator has the form

00 tbe wedge

Tbe operator-valued sYll1bol of the operator under consideration is

A ) (k+1 8 ) 2 8
2

(2 )
H(x,~ = l' 8r +a(x)8cp2 - ~ + 1 .

Tbis operator is clearly invertible since it is strictly negative in the corresponding
Hilbert space. So, the conditions of Theorem 8 are fulfilled.

4 Extension of the operator algebra

4.1 Main definitions

Let us now consider the case when the sYlnbol iI (x,~) of operator (23) is not invert
ihle everywhere on T·Rn. In fact, we suppose that H (x,~) is a Fredholm operator
everywhere on T· (Rn), but this operator can even have a nonvanishing index. In this
case one needs to equip the corresponding operator with the appropriate boundary
and coboundary operators, that is, to include this operator into the matrix operator
of the form

Here:

• Du is an operator on the 1l1anifold fllf10c of the form

with symbol il (x,~) being a function on T·Rn with values in the local cusp
algebra. These operators will be called exterior.
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• D'Jl is a "bounda1'Y" operator. Such operators must map the space of functions
on M10c in the space of sections of some finite-dimensional bundle. If we
shall treat a function space on A110c as an infinite-dimensional bundle with
function spaces on the model cusp as fibers, then the simplest operator of this
kind is a bundle homomorphism, taking. a function on the model cusp F (C)
whose fibers are function spaces on the model cusp C to a finite-dimensional
vector space. It is clear that each component of the resulting vector viewed
as a function on F (C), determines a functional over this space. Hence, each
operator of this type can be represented in the form

D21 Iv (r,w, x)) = (/ v (r,w, x),pi (r,w, x) rn
-
Idrdw, j = 1. ... NI)

= ((v(.,x),tPj(·,x)), j = 1..· .. Nd

and is deternlined by a tuple of functions

{tPj (1', w, x), j = 1. ... NI}

belonging to the dual space to F (C). Such operators are denoted by Pt/J and
called projeetors. They rnap sections of the infinite-dimensional bundle F (C)
to sections of finite-diInensional bundle B. The general boundary operators
are, by definition, operators of the form

for a projeetor P" ami an exterior operator 6(Eh,,42). The funetion

. Pt/J(.,x} 0 G(x,~)

~ (2 1)will be called a symbol of the boundary operator Pt/Jo G B 2 , A'J .

• D 12 is a "coboundary" operator. The simplest example of such an operator
is a bundle hOInoIll0rphism fronl a finite-dimensional bündle B to an infinite
dimensional bllndle :F (C). For such operators we have7

Ci = (0,."", L... ,0) ...... ,pi (r,w,x), j = 0,1,2, .. . ,N2 ,

7For simplicity, we consider here trivial bundles; the general case makes no difference.
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where N2 = diIl1 Br , and the operator is

DI2 ( ~l ) = ClljJl (r,w,x)+ ... +CN2ljJN2(r,w,x).

C~2
Such operators are called coprojectors and we denote them by

D12 = P;, ljJ= (ljJl(r,w,x), ... ,ljJN(r,w,x)).

General coboundary operators are operators of the form

for some operator} (lh,.42 ) of exterior type and some coprojeetor P;. The

function

F (x,~) 0 p;(.,x)

~ (2 1)will be called a syrnbol of the coboundary operator F 8 2 , A 2 0 PJ .

• D22 is a ljJDO on X in sections of a finite-dilnensional bundle over X.

So, we consider luatrix operators of the form

(
Du D12 ) • (r(F(C))) ( r(F(C)) )
D21 D22 ' r (B) -. r (B) .

where by r we denote spaces of sections of dorresponding bundles, and

Du = k (82..42) ,
D12 } (82,.42) 0P;;',),

D21 = Po/mo (; (Eh .42) ,

D22 = B (i,_i
1

:
x

) ,

and ljJl, ljJ2 are SOl1le tuples of function described above. Here we da not specify the
smoothness properties of the considered function spaceSj this will be done below.
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4.2 Continuability theorems

Now we shall investigate the action of all the above operators in the function spaces
E;.--r" To do this, we need the following affirmations:

Lemma 1 Let (~)l), j = 1, ... ,NI) be elements from E::--r' Then the operator

P~t) : [H tl (X)] Nt --+ E;.--r

is continuous for any value 0/ s.

Lemma 2 Let (~?), j = 1, ... , N 2 ) be elements from E~u.---r' Then the operator

PIjJ(2) : E;.--r --+ [H tl (X)]N2

is continuous /or any value 0/ s.

The proof of hoth these affirmations is quite evident.
Comhining these affirmations with the result on houndedness of the operators of

the exterior type, we arrive at the following statelnent:

Theorem 9 Let ~(1) E E;:..., and ~(2) E E~u.-'"Y' Then the operator

is continuous i/

M=

ord f/ (Eh, .42) = 111,

ord P(Ich,,42) = U - S + 111,

ord (; (B2,.42) = S - U + I,

ord B (i'_il~) = I.
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4.3 Composition theorems

To construct the algebra containing operators of the form (36), we need the pseu
dodifferentiality theorem. Namely, the following affirmation is valid:

Theorem 10 (cl. [9), [10), [11), [12).) For any exterior operator;' (.82,..4.2) the

operator

~ (2 1)
P,p(2)O F B2 , A2 0 P~l)

is a pseudodifferential operator on X.

Proof We have
P~l) [c(x)] = 1jJ(1)(r,w,x)c(x).

Later on,

P(B2,A2) V (r, w, x) = C~) n JF ('TI, 'T2) eiT1X eT>",(,)8/8xv (r, w, x) d'Tl d'T2

= (2~yn J{J F (x', () e-iX'T,-i(T> dx'd~} e iT1Xv (r,w, x + 'T2rp (r)) d'Tld'T2.

With the change of variables

we rewrite this expression in the fonn

(2~)2n JF (x', () e-iT1X'-i",-' (')«.-X)+iTl Xv (r, w, x) rp-l (r) dx' d~d'Tldy

= (2~rJF (x, () e''''-' ('l«x-y)v (r, w, x) rp-l (r) d~dy.

Applying this result to the function v(r,w,x) = 1jJ(1)(r,w,x)c(x), we have

P(.82,..42) P,b<ldc (x)) = (LrJF(x, () e,,,,-l (r)«x-y) ljJ(l) (r,w, y)

XC(y)<p-l (r) dedy.
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Now, applying the operator PvJ2) to both parts of the latter relation, we arrive at
the expression

~ (2 1)PtjJ.2) F B 2,A2 P:J,<l) [c(x)]

= (2~rJ(tlP)(., x), F(x, {) e;<p-l(T)(X-U)",(I) (., y) ",,-I (r) ) c (y) d~dy

= (2~rJe;p(x-y) ( ",(2) (., x) , F(x, "" (r) p) ",(I) (., y) ) c (y) dpdy.

This is a pseudodifferential operator with the symbol

( 7jJ(2) (., x) ,F(x, ep (r) p) 7jJ(1) (., y) ) .

This completes t he proof.

The rest of the construction of a matrix operator algebra containing matrices
of the form (36) goes in a standard way. We remark only that for such matrices
to form an algebra, one must allow in the upper left and lower right cells of these
matrices a finite sunl of corresponding tenns instead of a single term, as in (36), and
add to the operator in the llpper left cell of this matrices a finite sum of operators
of the form

(cf. [13], [3], [10], [11]).

Definition 4 The constructed algebra will be called an extended IDeal eusp algebra.
We denote it by 0pext (AI).

4.4 Ellipticity and finiteness theorems

" ~ (2 1)Let H (x,~) be the synlbol of the operator 11 B2, A2 ,that is, an operator-valued

function of (x, e) with values of the LC-algebra. We suppose that the family iI (x, e)
is a family of Fredhohn operators on the whole T· (Rn). Now we shall investigate
the invertibility of a symbolic Inatrix

(37)
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of the matrix operator (36) near points \vhere il (x,~) is not invertible.
To do this, we first represent the syolbol iJ(x,~) of the considered operator in

the splittings of the corresponding function spaces into the direct sums connected
with kernel and cokernel of this symbol at some fixed point.

Second, we write down the sinlilar decomposition for the matrix symbol (37).
Finally, we derive the conditions of invertibility of the matrix (37) and construct

the inverse matrix in the explicit form.

1. We represent the operator il (x,~) in a special form near any point ao =
(xo, ~o) such that the operator

has nontrivial kernel and cokernel.
Consider the splittings of the spaces EI and E2 into the direct sums:

EI = LI ED Ker iI (0'0), E2 = Im if (0'0) ED L2. (38)

Clearly, the spaces Ker iI (0'0) and L2 can be identified with the complex spaces
CN1 and C N2 , where N} and !'l2 are dimensions of the kernel and the cokernel of
the operator H (0'0), respectively. Then there exist natural mappings

1r}

such that
Ker 1r} = LI, Itn i l = Ker il (0'0), ?Tl 0 i} = ICN!,

i I 1f} is a projector to the space Ker il (ao) along Ll, and I-i I1f) is a projector ta
the space LI along ](er H (0'0)' The decomposition of an element u E EI into the
direct surn C N1 ED LI is

u = 1fl (u) ED (1 - i l 1rd u E C N1 EB LI.

The identification of the space Ker il (0'0) with C N1 defines a generators

X(l) = t (X~l), ... ,X~;) E KerH(ao),

where t denotes the transposition. Then we have

i 1 (c) = (Cl, ... , CN!) ( X;ll ) = CIXP) + ... + CNIX~!
(1)

XNt
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The Inapping 1Tl EI --t C NJ defines an element

(1) ( ) _ ( (1) () (1) ( ))x. r,w - X.l T,W ,· .• ,X.N
1

r,w

of Ei, so that

1TI (v) = (XP), v) ( (x~~), v) ,... ,(X~~l' v)).
The operators i2 and 7r2, anel functions X(2) (r,w) and X~2) (r,w) are defined in

the similar way by the splitting

Now the matrix of the operator iJ (x, e) with respect to decompositions (38) takes
the fornl

(39)

which equals to

( (1 - i21r~) iI (ao) ~)

at 0'0 since H(ao)i l = 0 anel 1T2H(0') = o.
As

11 (40)

(41 )

the operator matrix (39) belongs to the extended Ioeal cusp algebra (note that
'Tr2H (0') i 1 is a symbol of SOlne pseudodifferential operator due to Theorem 10) .

2. Now let us consider the Inatrix of operator (37) in terms of deeomposition
(38). We have

F(x, e) PJ,<1}C = (1 - i2'Tr2) P(x, c) PJ,<l)C EB 'Tr2 F(x, e) PJ,<l)C,

and

p1/I-2)G(x,e)UI = P1jJ(2)G(x,c)(1-i 1'Trz)u,
uELI

p,p(2)G(x,c)ul = P,p(2)G(x,c)i l (c),
u=i l (c)
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which gives us the deCOIl1positions of operators F (X,~) P~l) and P.,p('l)(; (x,~) with

respect to splittings (38), respectively. So, the matrix (37) becomes

(1 - i'l'Tr2) H (0:) i 1 (1 - i 21r'2) F (0:) P~l) )

1r2H(0:)i1 1r'2F(Ci)P~1) ,
PvJ2)G (0:) i 1 B(x,p)

(42)

or, in view of relations (40) and (41),

(

(1 - i21r2) il (Ci) (1 - i2'Tr2) iI (0:) P;(I)
P (2)H (0:) (1 - i}7l"d P (2)H (Ci) P·(l)

P~2) (; (0') (1 - i 11r1) P:;2) (; (0') P;(l)

As it follows frolll Theorenl 10, all the operators in the right lower 2 x 2-block are
pseudodifferential operators in sections of finite-dimensional bundles over X. For a
elose to ao, the operator in the upper left cell of the latter matrix is invertible as an
operator frorn LI to LI. vVe denote this operator by Ho (a).

3. Let us derive the invertibility conditions for matrix (42). Denote by (uo, uI)
(resp., (10, fd) the components of the function u in the direct surn

EI = LI ffi Ker H (0'0)

(resp., of the function I in thc direct SUITI

Then to construct the inverse elen1ent to (42) one has to solve the following system
of equations:

where A is a lTIatrix of the form

Let us derive thc solution to this equation.
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The first equation of the latter system is

and we obtain

Substituting the latter relation into the second and third equations of the system in
question, we arrive to the equations

[p ('J)H (0:) P·(l) - P ('J)H (0:) (1 - i t 1l'"d Höt (0:) (1 - i 27l"2) H (0') P.:1)] Utx. x x. x'

+ [PxS2)F(0:)P;(1) - PxS2)H(a)(1-it1fdllöt (a)(I-i21f2)F(O')P~1)]c
" ,., t

= /t - P (2)H (a) (1 - i t1fd Hö (0:) /0,x.

and

[P,p(2)G (0:) P;(l) - Ptj.<2)G (0') (1 - ittrd Höt (0') (1 - i21f2) H(0') P01)] Ut

+ [B (x,p) - PI,1J('l)G (0-) (1 - i t 1fd Nö
t (0') (1 - i21f2) F(0') P,b(1)] C

= d - P1/J(2)G (0') (1 - i t 1fd liöt (0:) /0,

with respect to the unknowns UI anel c. These equations can be written in the form
of one matrix equation

(43)

where

ß ll

ß t2

ß2t =

ß22 =

P (2)N (0:) P·(I) - P ,(2)H (0:) (1 - i l 1fd {JÖ
I (0:) (1 - i21f2) N (0:) P·(I)lx. x x. x

P (2)F (0:) P_~ll) - P ,(2) iI (0') (1 - i l 1fd IJo-
1 (0:) (1 - i21f2) F(0') P.;(1),x. W' x. ~

P1/J(2)G (0:) P;<I) - P1/J(2)G (0:) (1 - i t 7l"t} iJÖ
1 (0:) (1 - i 27l"2) iI (0:) P;(l),

B (x,p) - P,p(2)G (0:) (1 - i l7l"d ilÖ1 (0) (1 - i21f2) F(0:) P~l)

are pseudodifferential op~rators on X and
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on the left in (43).
Denoting by

The additional condition for ellipticity for the initial operator is a condition of
ellipticity of the ljJDO

(
.6.'11 ß~ ~ )
.6.;1 ß~~

a regularizer for the operator .6., we obtain

Ul = ß~1(/I-Px~2)iI(o.)(I-il1rdiI;1(o.)/o)

+.6.~~ (d - PvJ2)(; (0') (1 - i l1rd iIO
l (0.) 10)

and

c ß;l (11 - px~"l)iI (0') (1- i l 1rd iIOI (0.) 10)
+.6.;2 (d - PvJ2) G(a) (1 - i l 1rd iIÖI (0.) 10) .

Hence, we have

Uo = llö l (0.) {I + (1 - i 2i'r2) [lI (0.) P;(1) (.6.;IPX~2)H (0') + .6.;2PvJ2)G(O'))

+F (a) P;(1) (~;l PX~2) H(0') + .6.;2 P1/T<2) (; (0'))] (1 - i l1rd iIÖl (0') } 10
- [HÖ

l (0-) (1 - i 27T"2) (11 (0') P;{l).6.~l + F (0') P~1).6.;l)] 11

- [HÖ
l (0') (1 - i21r2) (1j (0') P;(l)ß;2 +F (0') p~(1) .6.;2) ] d.

Finally, we obtain the expression for the almost inverse far matrix (42) in the
form

where

R 11 = HOl (0') {I + (1 - i 2 7T"2) [lI (0') P;<l) (.6.~lPX~2)iI (0.) + .6.;2P1/!-2)G (0'))

+F(0') P~l) (.~;l PX~2) h (0') + .6.;2P,p(2)6 (0'))] (1 - i l1rt} iIÖl (0.) } ,

R12 = - [ilol (a)(I-i27T"2) (h(o.)P;(l).6.'l1 +F(a)P,i,t1)ß;l)] '
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Rl3 = - [Hol (a)(I-i21l"2) (il(a)P;1}ß;2+ F(a)P.t:<I)ß~2)]'

R2l = - [(ß;IPx~:nH(a) + ß~2P,p(2)G(a)) (1- i l 1f"d Hol (a)] ,

R31 = - [(ß;IPX~2)iI(a) +ß;2P.p(2)G(a)) (1 - i l 1l"1) !JÖ
1(0')] .

From tbe latter relations, one can see tbat tbe almost inverse for matrix (42) is tbe
element of the algebra 0Pe:JLt (Al).

The rest part of the construction of a regularizer for operator (36) defined by
some elenlent of 0pext (Al) including the construction of the left regularizer, does
not differ from the corresponding construction in the previous subsection, and we
leave it to the reader.

The globalization of the above constructions goes quite similar to that in the
previous section. We renlark only that the matrix operator

(44)

where H is a differential operator on Al of cusp-wedge degeneracy, p. is a cobound
ary operator, P is a boundary operator, and b is a "p DO on X, is called to be e//iptic
if:

• 11 is elliptic on Al \ X j

• The sYlnbol fanlily iI (x,~) is Fredholm for all (x,~) E T* (Rn).

• The above described operator ß (see formula (43)) is elliptic.

Then the following theorenl is valid:

Theorem 11 Suppose that the 1natrix M is elliptic. Then operator (44) possesses
the Fredholm property.

4.5 Example

To conclude this section, we present an example of matrix operator for which tbe
conditions of the latter theorem are fulfilled. Clearly, it is sufficient to consider the
operator ooly in a neighborhood of the edge X.

First of all, we note that there exist operators from LC-algebra on the cusp C
with the nanvanishing index (the corrcsponding exanlple can be faund in [14]; being
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written for the conical case, it can be easily rewritten for the cuspidal case as weil.)
Let us fix such an operator b.

Denote by NI = dirn Ker band N'J = dirn Coker b. Consider a base

(
(1) (1))Xl , ... ,XN

1

in Ker b. Then

Suppose that the base (xP), ... ,x~;) is orthonormalized with respect to the scalar

product

(X, X') = JX (r,w) X' (r, w)rn
-

1 drdw

on C, where the bar denotes cOIllplex conjugation. Then, choosing the orthogonal
complelnent to Ker iJ as the space LI, we have

(

Jv(r,W)X~l)(rlw)rn_Idrdw)
1r1(V) = ... =~(v).

Jv (r,w) X~r! (r,w)rn
-

I drdw

Sinlilar 1 if (X~2) 1 ••• , x~!) is an orthonormalized base in the orthogonal comple

ment L2 of Im b, then

The fornl of the operator iJ with respect to the above defined splittings

EI = LI ffi Ker b, E2 = Im b ffi L2

IS

D= (Do 0)00'
where Do is an invertible operator frOin LI to Im b.
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Let 'D be an operator with the symbol

sntbl (V) = Du (x,~) ,

where u (x,~) is a positive smooth function on T· (X) equal to I~I outside the zero
section in T* (X) (we suppose that some Riemannian metries is fixed on X.)

Consider the matrix operator

The symbol of this operator is

(
Du (x, <) pXo·('l»).

Px0>
Let us compute the sYlnbol of the operator 6. corresponding to this symbol. We

have

since P;:r2rb = 7r2D = 0, by the definition of the projector 1l"2;

6. 12 = ~P;(2) - ~ba (x, e) (1 - i l 1l"d (boa (x, e)) -1 (1 - i21r2) P;(2) = 1

since P~2)b = 0 and the base X(2) is orthononnalizedj

ß 21 = Px0>P;(1) - Px0> (1 - ;}11"1) (DoeT (x, 0rl

(1 - ;211"2) DeT (x, 0 p;(1) = 1

since the base X(l) is orthononnalized and DP;'l) = 0;

ß 22 = -Px{1} (1- ;)11".) (DoeT(x,~))-I (1- ;211"2)P;',}

(the concrete form of this operator is not of importance in what folIows).
So, the symbol of the operator ß equals

Hence, this operator is clearly elliptic and all the reqi urements of Theorem 11 are
fulfilled.
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